Science's signal transduction knowledge environment: the connections maps database.
Knowledge environment (KE) describes the collection of electronic networking tools that have been and continue to be developed by AAAS and Stanford University libraries. Knowledge environments use practical, production-quality tools to systematize the consensus knowledge within a scientific domain and facilitate users' access to that knowledge. Science's Signal Transduction Knowledge Environment (STKE) is the first in this new concept in electronic publishing that combines the traditional, albeit electronic, publishing of articles, such as reviews, perspectives, and protocols, with tools for organizing and collating information in the cross-disciplinary field of signal transduction. One of the major tools developed for the STKE is the Connections Map database and the software (called CMADES [Connections Maps Authority Data Entry Software]) created to facilitate data entry by Pathway Authorities. The Connections Maps are a graphical representation of a database of information about the molecules involved in cellular signaling cascades. CMADES automates many of the functions involved in adding data into the Connections Maps database, such as references and descriptors, as well as allowing the Authorities to indicate the relationships between the components in the pathway through the use of a graphing tool. CMADES and the Connections Maps represent evolving tools that assist the Authorities in systemizing information regarding a particular system at the organism- and cell-specific level and the canonical level, as well as provide the STKE user with organized and expert-supplied information about signal transduction pathways.